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Abstract: We have previously shown that monomeric globular ab-proteins can be designed de novo
with considerable control over topology, size, and shape. In this paper, we investigate the design
of cyclic homo-oligomers from these starting points. We experimented with both keeping the
original monomer backbones fixed during the cyclic docking and design process, and allowing the
backbone of the monomer to conform to that of adjacent subunits in the homo-oligomer. The latter
flexible backbone protocol generated designs with shape complementarity approaching that of
native homo-oligomers, but experimental characterization showed that the fixed backbone designs
were more stable and less aggregation prone. Designed C2 oligomers with b-strand backbone
interactions were structurally confirmed through x-ray crystallography and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). In contrast, C3-C5 designed homo-oligomers with primarily nonpolar residues at interfaces all formed a range of oligomeric states. Taken together, our results suggest that for homooligomers formed from globular building blocks, improved structural specificity will be better
achieved using monomers with increased shape complementarity and with more polar interfaces.
Keywords: computational protein design; de novo proteins; homo-oligomer design; fixed and flexible
backbone design

Introduction
Globular ab- protein homo-oligomers play important
roles in molecular machines,1,2 catalysis,3,4 and
regulation.5,6 Considerable control over ab- protein
monomer topology and shape has been achieved with

de novo protein design, but incorporating sequence
features that specify a particular oligomerization state
is a further challenge. The ability to design oligomers
from scratch would enable the design of oligomeric
functional proteins such as molecular machines
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without being limited to the set of naturally-occurring
oligomers. Previous homo-oligomer design efforts have
focused primarily on all a- proteins with nonglobular
structures such as coiled coils7–14 and repeat proteins,15 and disulfide-linked oligomers.16–19 Compared
to oligomers made from elongated helical bundles,
homo-oligomeric structures made from globular building blocks have the advantage of multiple reconfigurable interfaces associated with subunit rotations along
multiple axes.
The design of homo-oligomers using ab- proteins
has been challenging, likely at least in part because a significant fraction of the interface will generally be
involved. For example, Huang et al starting with protein
G obtained a mixture of species.20 The best results have
been obtained with strand-strand interfaces as in a computationally designed b- sandwich homodimer.21 Here,
we explore the design of a wide range of homo-oligomeric
geometries starting from de novo ab- proteins.

Results
Starting with previously described de novo designed
ab- proteins,22,23 we experimented with both fixed
and flexible backbone methods for designing cyclic
homo-oligomers.

Fixed-backbone oligomer design
De novo designed monomers were docked into Cn
oligomer conformations by repeatedly (1) applying a
random rotation to the monomer, (2) sliding the
monomers together until they come into contact, and
(3) optimizing the identities and conformation of residues within 10Å of newly formed interfaces to minimize the binding energy using Rosetta Monte Carlo
sequence design calculations (see Supporting Information).22 During the sequence design calculations,
the energy is minimized with respect to the backbone and rigid body degrees of freedom but the
changes in both are generally quite small. The thousands of alternative dock 1 designs generated using
this procedure were ranked by shape complementarity,24 Rosetta binding energy,25 and the requirement
that buried polar groups make hydrogen bonds (Fig.
1).8 The structural specificity of the top ranked
designs was evaluated by carrying out multiple independent Rosetta symmetric docking calculations,26
and those with energy landscapes strongly funneling
into the designed homo-oligomer conformation were
selected for experimental characterization.
We used this fixed backbone protocol to design
cyclic oligomers from de novo designed ferredoxin folds
with a range of size and shapes.23 We obtained synthetic
genes for eight designed homodimers built from Fd_7A,
6 designed trimers built from Fd_7A, and eight designed
tetramers built Fd_9A (Supporting Information Tables
S1–S3). The different oligomer designs built from the
same monomer differ in sequence and in rigid body orientation. Synthetic genes were cloned into pET21 or
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pET29 E. coli expression vectors, and the designs were
expressed, purified by immobilized metal affinity column (Ni-NTA) and characterized by circular dichroism
(CD) spectroscopy and size exclusion chromatography
combined with multi-angle light scattering (SECMALS). We use the following naming convention: the
oligomerization state (C2, C3, C4) is followed by the
name of the monomer design and then by the number of
the design in the series: for example, C2_Fd_7A_8 is the
8th dimer design built from the Fd_7A monomer.
Of the 22 designs, all but 3 had CD spectra
expected for ab-proteins, suggesting that the many
(20–26) amino acid residue changes made to create
the designed interface did not disrupt the monomer
fold. However, the SEC-MALS results indicated that
only 6 of 8 C2_Fd_7A designs had the molecular
weights expected for the designed homo-oligomers,
and all of the C3_Fd_7A_v1 and C4_Fd_9A designs
were polydisperse with multiple alternative oligomer
conformations. Figure 2(B–E) shows experimental
data for one of the best-behaved designs from each
of the three groups (C2, C3, C4); the data for the
remaining designs are in Supporting Information
Figures S2 and S3.
We succeeded in solving the crystal structure of
design C2_Fd_7A_8 (PDB:4PWW) at 1.47Å resolution.
The crystal structure reveals a dimer very similar to
the design model (backbone RMSD 1.2Å; Fig. 3,
Supporting Information Table S8). The helices at the
interface twist around each other in both design and
crystal structure, but the extent of supercoiling is
more significant in the crystal structure resulting in a
more shape complementary interface. The extent of
twisting of the helix brought about by the backbone
minimization step during the design calculations is
indicated in the comparison to the original design
model on the right panel in Figure 3.

Naturally-occurring ab-protein oligomers have
higher interface shape complementarity and
area
An obvious limitation of fixed backbone approaches is
that the shape complementarity between subunits is
limited by the fixed backbone of the monomer (the
changes in backbone conformation during the backbone relaxation step are quite modest). The increase in
shape complementarity observed in the C2_Fd_7A_8
crystal structure suggested that the alternative oligomeric states observed in the C3 and C4 designs possibly resulted from insufficiently shape complementary
interfaces. To determine whether the shape complementarity of the designs could be a contributor to the
lack of success of the larger homo-oligomers, we compared them to naturally-occurring ab- homo-oligomers.
Analysis of a set of 31 naturally-occurring ab- cyclic
homo-oligomers from the PDB27 (see Supporting Information) showed that they generally have higher backbone (sequence independent) shape complementarity
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Figure 1. Design protocol. Schematic of fixed and flexible backbone design protocols for (Left panel) C2 homooligomers based
on design Fd_7A and (Right panel) C5 homooligomers based on design Rsmn2x2_6

than the fixed backbone C3 and C4 homo-oligomer
docked configurations that the experimentally characterized designs were based on. In addition, the naturallyoccurring oligomers have larger interface areas because
the subunits are generally larger than our de novo
designed building blocks [Fig. 4(A–C)].
Based on the backbone movement resulting in
the super-helix-like helical interface observed with
crystal structure of C2_Fd_7A_8, we hypothesized
that improved oligomeric interaction specificity
could be achieved using backbone (N, NH, C, Ca,
CO, and Cb) remodeling to increase the surface
area and shape complementarity24 of the designed
interface.
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Flexible-backbone oligomer design
To more substantially remodel the backbone geometry of the monomers to increase shape complementarity between subunits, we used a flexible-backbone
design method combining Rosetta folding simulations22 with oligomer rigid body sampling. In the
first step, fixed backbone Cn docking calculations
were performed to identify potential oligomer interfaces. Segments of the monomer at the oligomer
interface were then subjected to Rosetta remodeling
in a Monte Carlo flexible docking trajectory in which
small rigid body moves are alternated with broken
chain remodeling of a randomly selected interface
segment followed by loop closure. For example, the
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Figure 2. Characterization of computational designed oligomers. (A) Design models, with shape complementarity and interface
area indicated below the names. (B) Energy landscapes obtained from Rosetta ab initio structure prediction simulations on Rosetta@home. Red points represent the lowest-energy structures obtained in independent Monte Carlo structure prediction trajectories
starting from an extended chain for each sequence; y axis, Rosetta all-atom energy; x axis, Ca root mean square deviation (RMSD)
from the design model. Green points represent the lowest-energy structures obtained in trajectories starting from the design model.
(C) Energy landscapes obtained from Rosetta symmetric docking. Red points represent the lowest-energy docking conformations
result from independent global sampling docking trajectories. X-axis: Rosetta interaction energy. Y-axis: Ca root mean square
deviation (RMSD) from the designed oligomer conformation. Green points represent the lowest-energy structures obtained from
local sampling docking trajectories. (D) Far-ultraviolet circular dichroism (CD) spectra at different temperatures. (E) Size-exclusion
chromatography spectra with molecular weight determined through multi-angle light scattering (MALS)

helices and flanking loops at the interfaces of the C2
and C5 oligomers in Figure 1 were selected for backbone remodeling.28–30 In the backbone remodeling
step, the backbone torsion angles of randomly selected
interface segments were replaced by fragments of the
same length from the PDB (See Supporting Information) (Fig. 1). The flexible-backbone protocol increased
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the sequence-independent backbone shape complementarity and interface area significantly beyond the
fixed backbone designs to close to that observed in the
native complexes [Fig. 4 (A–C)].
We used the flexible-backbone method to design
C3 trimers based on Fd_7A (C3_Fd_7A_v2, building
block: 2KL8) with b-strands and alpha helices at the
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Figure 3. Crystal structure of design C2_Fd_7A_8. (Left panel) (A) Computational design model (yellow) aligned with crystal
structure (light blue) with aliphatic residues at interface from one monomer shown. The helix at the interface was designed to
bend toward the interacting helix in design model and the bending is even more significant in crystal structure. (B) (C) (D) (E)
Close-up view of L27, I23, L16, and L12 respectively. Due to the increase curvature, side chains are packed deeper into the
interface core in crystal structure. (Right panel) Backbone superimposition of Fd_7A (pink), computational design model (yellow)
and crystal structure (light blue) of C2_Fd_7A_8 chain A

interface, C4 tetramers of Rsmn2x2_6 (C4_Rsmn2x2_6,
building block: 2KPO), C5 pentamer of Rsmn2x2_6
(C5_Rsmn2x2_6, building block: 2KPO) and a de novo
designed C2 dimer with an extended sheet interface as
in the C2_Fd_7A_8 crystal structure (we call this design
CFR because it resembles the structure of a C terminal
fragment of Top7 protein).31 We chose C4_Rsmn2x2_6
over C4_Fd_9A for flexible-backbone design because it
has a larger core and is more stable23 and hence it can
likely better maintain the overall fold even with
substantial backbone remodeling. To generate C5
homo-oligomers with high shape complementarity,
we truncated a4 of 2KPO and remodeled a1 to
interact with a2 and a3 of a neighboring subunit
[C5_Rsmn2x2_6; Fig. 2(A)].
Oligomer conformations with backbone interface
area larger then 240Å2 were selected for sequence
design. Residues at the interface and within 8Å of
remodeled segments were redesigned to optimize
both monomer stability and interactions across the
oligomer interface.20,32 Overall, designs made with
the flexible backbone protocol had higher backbone
and sidechain shape complementarity and interface
surface than those made with the fixed backbone
protocol starting from the same building blocks
[Fig. 4(D–F)].
For each design, to assess in silico the folding of
the monomeric building block (perturbed more than in
the fixed backbone case as both the sequence and the
structure differ from the starting design), we
performed multiple independent Rosetta ab initio
structure prediction calculations33 starting from an
extended chain. Designs with energy landscapes
funneled into the remodeled monomer structure were
then subjected to Rosetta symmetric docking calculations to assess the designed homo-oligomeric interface.26
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Genes encoding designs with docking energy
landscapes strongly funneled into the design target
conformation were obtained for experimental characterization; these include 10 designs for CFR, 18 for
C3_Fd_7A_v2, 12 for C4_Rsmn2x2_6 and 8 for
C5_Rsmn2x2_6 (Supporting Information Tables S4–
S7). Solubly expressed designs were, as in the fixed
backbone experiments, characterized with CD spectroscopy and SEC-MALS after Ni-NTA purification.
The computational model and experimental results
of the design with the highest thermal stability for
each target oligomer conformation are shown in Figure 2. Half of the C3_Fd_7A_v2 and most of the
C4_Rsmn2x2_6 designs were soluble and had the
expected far-UV CD spectra, but a4 truncation of
2KPO appeared to decrease tertiary structure stability as only two C5_Rsmn2x2_6 designs had abprotein CD spectra at 258C (Supporting Information
Fig. S2). Unfortunately, the flexible backbone design
protocol did not solve the polydispersity problem;
multiple species were again observed for all the C3C5 solubly expressed designs.
More success was observed with the C2 flexible
backbone design. Design 10 of CFR (CFR_10) had the
CD spectrum of an ab-protein and had the expected
molecular weight by SEC-MALS (Fig. 2). We were
unable to crystalize CFR_10 to compare with the
design model, but SEC-MALS indicated dimerization
of CFR_10 and the solution small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)34,35 profile was consistent with the design
model ( v 5 1.64, Supporting Information Fig. S1).36,37

Discussion
Taken together, we can draw several conclusions
from the successes and failures described in this
paper in designing assemblies of 100-residue de
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Figure 4. Comparison of interfaces in naturally occurring and fixed and flexible backbone designed homo-oligomers. (A-C)
Evaluation of backbone complementarity, interface area and the ratio of interface area between neighboring subunits and total
surface area per subunit between naturally-occurring oligomers (N) and cyclic conformations sampled utilizing different de novo
building blocks. Cyclic homo-oligomer conformations were generated with either fixed-backbone (fix-bb) or flexible-bb (flex-bb)
design method. Only backbone atoms were included in all calculations. Orange: first quartile to median. Gray: median to third
quartile. (D–F) Same evaluation as (A–C) but including all atoms rather than just the backbone. (G,H) Same evaluation as D and
F for all of the experimentally characterized designs. (I) Evaluation of interface polarity for all of the experimentally characterized
designs

novo ab- protein with fixed- and flexible- backbone
design methods and using aa-, ab-, and bb- interfaces.
First, the success with C2_Fd_7A and CFR highlights the robustness of designed interfaces with beta
strand pairing to form an extended beta sheet, as
found by Stranges and Kuhlman.21 Our recently
described homo-tetrameric TIM barrel also involves a
beta sheet extending across the interface.38 Preorganized b- strands with exposed backbone amine and carbonyl groups allow strong association between
subunits without introduction of large hydrophobic
patches and hence partially circumvent the tradeoff
between subunit solubility and interface stability. For
interface geometries where backbone b strand pairing
is not possible, extensive designed sidechain polar
hydrogen bonding networks could increase structural
specificity as observed for two ring helical bundles.8
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Second, flexible backbone methods can generate
assemblies with subunit-subunit interfaces having
shape complementarity in the range of native complexes, and with the monomers predicted to fold to
the intended subunit structures. In contrast, the
shape complementarity of assemblies for C3-C5 generated using fixed backbone methods is generally
quite a bit lower than that of native complexes.
Third, despite the good in silico metrics of the
flexible backbone C3-C5 designs, it is difficult to control the precise oligomerization state. The flexible
backbone designs were readily expressed and purified, but were not monodisperse. To gain insight into
the origins of these shortcomings, we compared our
designs with naturally-occurring homo-oligomers
and found that the latter generally have more polar
interactions across the interface [Fig. 4(G–I)]. More
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extensive negative design could also improve success
rates; backbone remodeling may result in flexibility
that is consistent with oligomerization states beyond
the design target.
Compared to the repeat proteins used as oligomer
building blocks by Fallas et al., the de novo designed
ab- proteins have smaller hydrophobic cores stabilizing the individual subunits. Redesigning a large fraction of the surface residues for nonpolar subunitsubunit interactions can disrupt the characteristic
beta strand and alpha helical hydrophobic-polar patterns and impact monomer folding and solubility, perhaps leading to the observed aggregates and multiple
oligomeric states. One approach to maintain building
block stability while designing protein–protein interaction would be addition of small extra elements for
interaction as frequently observed in native homooligomeric protein structures.39 Such inserted or
appended structural elements can likely be optimized
for interface shape complementarity without disturbing the stability of original building block.
In summary, for flexible backbone homo-oligomer
design, how to balance interactions across the homooligomer interface with monomer foldability and stability remains an outstanding challenge. On the computational side, the flexible backbone interface design
problem is closely related to the long studied and similarly challenging flexible backbone protein docking
problem. The very large size of the joint search space
(rigid body degrees of freedom X internal monomer
degrees of freedom) make comprehensive sampling
and robust identification of the global energy minimum quite challenging.
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